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der Gohlisch, der sowohl die
Randschlagengriffs- als auch
die normale wirkungsmässig-
Akzentklänge aus einem. Yet
another new release on Vinyl
Classics is a live recording of

Rammstein from their
appearance at the 2000

Wacken Open Air festival,
coupled with a specially
made booklet. Ukrainian

Death Metal - Metal Archives
- Metal Archives Canadian

industrial post-rock trio Post
Animal. Post Animal is a

critically acclaimed 3-piece
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outfit hailing from Toronto,
ON. Lyrics to "Dug Tongue"
song by Unholy Ghost: I am

not what I appear I am a
little creature of the night.
Tangled in my past There's

never any escape Who I am I
fear to say I'll never get

away I can fly into the sun.
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remember name of the
author) so this driver is

intended to be for
*.wav/*atfs audio? thanks
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4 star based on 50 reviewsEXCLUSIVE: With the
July 31 July 4 weekend in full swing, Warner Bros.
is launching a $175 million wide theatrical push
for their movie The Dark Knight Rises, and the

studio is now looking to officially start lifting the
lid on the third installment of Christopher Nolan’s

Batman series in August. The studio has hired
Leggett & Platt to set up the marketing for the
film, which co-stars Christian Bale as the Caped
Crusader, who has to go head to head with The
Joker, the title character from the DC Comics

series created by Bob Kane and Bill Finger. “The
Dark Knight Rises is an epic action adventure that
is among the most anticipated and exciting films

of the summer,” says Chris Ferguson, Warner
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Bros. president of worldwide marketing and
distribution. “We are thrilled to have the finest

talent in the industry working on this film.”
Produced by Christopher Nolan and his wife,

screenwriter Emma Thomas and their longtime
producing partner. David S. Goyer, and Nolan
regular collaboration partner Ian Nolan, this is
Nolan’s second outing with Bale, who played

Batman in the 2006 adaptation of Frank Miller’s
The Dark Knight Returns. Nolan has now directed

all three of his studio-backed Batman films.
Nolan’s next movie will be the sci-fi Interstellar,

which is currently in production and will be
released in November, as he serves as producer.
The director is executive producing the seventh

season of HBO’s Emmy-winning drama The
Sopranos, which is currently playing its final
episodes.Characterization of an aberrant 14q

allele in a patient with oral cavity squamous cell
carcinoma. Aberrant chromosomes involving

chromosome 14 are found in various malignant
neoplasms. Although it is believed that the
common occurrence of these aberrations in

different histological types of tumors is the result
of a common predisposing genetic condition,

there have been no reports of chromosome 14
aberration in oral cavity squamous cell
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carcinomas (OSCCs). In the present study, we
describe the characterization of an aberrantly

14q11-q21 chromosomal derivative in a patient
with OSCC. The patient was a 53-year-old man

with left gingival SCC. The tumor cells showed an
inversion of the short arm of chromosome 14.

Using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) with
two locus-specific probes
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